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the deoosition of carbon on the turbine simulator tubes was evaluated at 
mixture ratios of 0.20 to 0.60 and at chamber pressures of 720 to 1650 
psia. The results of the tests showed carbon deposition rate to be a 
strong function of mixture ratio and a weak function of chamber oressure. 
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GAS TEMPERATURES VS TIME 
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MERSURED PRESSURES VS TIME 
TEST NO. 2427-229-R6-114 
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®1~ystE.ms 
TURBINE BUILD-UP DRTR VS TIME 
TEST NO. 2427-229-R6-120 
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GRS TEMPERRTURES VS TIME 






TEST DRTE 05-30-86 0708 HDURS 
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MERSURED PRESSURES VS TIME 
TEST NO. 2427-229-R6-125 
TEST DATE 06-09-86 1244 HOURS 
--. , --. 
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AEROJfT TE.CHS'r5TEns PO eo'l 1~222 ~r;CP.At'lfNl0 95613 
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INJECTOR FLOW VS TIME 
TEST NO. 2427-229-RS-125 
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INJECTOR CRLCULRTIONS VS TIME 
TEST NO. 2427-229-RS-125 
TEST DRTE G5-09-86 1244 HOURS 
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GRS SIDE WRLL TEMPERRTURES VS TIME 
TEST NO. 2427-229-RS-125 
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COOLRNT OUTLET TEMPERRTURES VS TIME 
TEST NO. 2427-229-RS-125 
TEST DRTE 06-09-86 1244 HDURS 
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TURBINE BUILD-UP DATA VS TIME 
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TURBINE BUILD-UP DRTR VS TIME 
TEST NO. 2427-229-R6-125 
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GAS TEMPERATURES VS TIME 
TEST NO. 2427-229-AS-125 
PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 
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MERSURED PRESSURES VS TIME 
TEST NO. 2427-229-R6-126 
















INJECTOR FLOW VS TIME 
TEST NO. 2427-229-R6-126 
TEST DATE 06-10-86 1014 HOURS 
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INJECTOR CRLCULRTIONS VS 
TEST NO. 2427-229-R6-126 
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GRS SIDE WRLL TEMPERRTURES VS TIME 
TEST NO. 2427-229-R6-126 
BRRREL DRTA 
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TURBINE BUILD-UP DRTR VS TIME 
TEST NO. 2427-229-R6-126 
CHAMBER PRESSURE DROPS AND RATIOS 
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GRS TEMPERRTURES VS TIME 
TEST NO. 2427-229-R6-126 
PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 
TEST DRTE 06-10-86 1014 HOURS 
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INJECTOR FLOW VS TIME 
TEST NO. 2427-229-R6-12B 
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INJECTOR CRLCULRTIONS VS TIME 
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GRS TEMPERRTURES VS TIME 
TEST NO. 2427-229-RS-12B 
PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 
TEST DRTE 06-10-86 1131 HOURS 
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3 PRTS CORR 
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4 OPTR PSI 
5 OPTS-C PSI 
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TURBINE BUILD-UP ORTR VS TIME 
TEST NO. 2427-229-R6-128 
CHAMBER PRESSURE DROPS AND RATIOS 










TURBINE BUILD-UP DRTR VS TIME 
TEST NO. 2427-229-R6-128 
NOZZLE AREA CHANGE 
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MERSURED PRESSURES VS TIME 
TEST NO. 2427-229-R6-129 
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GRS SIDE WRLL TEMPERRTURES VS TIME 
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COOLRNT OUTLET TEMPERRTURES VS TIME 
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INJECTOR FLOW VS TIME 
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COOLRNT OUTLET TEMPERATURES VS TIME 
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TURBINE BUILD-UP DRTR VS TIME 
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GAS TEMPERATURES VS TIME 
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TURBINE BUILD-UP DATR VS TIME 
TEST NO. 2427-229-A6-153 
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